
He had to do it.  Several other jazz greats said it would be too 
risky; a repertoire mostly unknown, voices and rhythm, no 
lyrics, no brass.  The sole soloist must improvise from beginning 
to end of every selection in the album.  The challenge grabbed 
Stan Getz.  The sound will grab you.

From twenty to forty voices sing wordless and subtle, harmonic 
backgrounds, and an all-star rhythm section lays down the beat, 
but it’s Getz up from all the way.  His inventions are so daring, 
his feeling so strong, his spontaneity so fresh that with all due 
respect to the men who own the copyrights, Getz becomes an 
interpretive composer.

Stan Getz dislikes the way some jazz critics use purple 
superlatives to describe Getz the musician.  That makes it rough; 
how can you keep your cool in a discussion of a jazz artist who 
never loses the melody in the midst of the most fantastic 
excursions, who can convey humor and pain and joy within a 
single passage, who can and does surprise you after you’re 
certain he’s finally run out of ideas?

Although there have been many Getz albums in between, there 
are two direct precursors of this collection:  Focus (V/V6-8412), 
which Eddie Sauter was commissioned by Stan to write (for 
string ensemble), is a musical core designed to back up solo top-
to-bottom improvisations and Jazz Samba (V/V6-8432), the 
Getz collaboration with Charles Byrd, which kicked off bossa 
nova in this country.  However, none of the sounds here could 
exist if not for the totality of Stan’s twenty-five year career of 
full time, big time jazz performing.  At fifteen, he broke in with 
Jack Teagarden’s band.  Stan Kenton, Jimmy Dorsey, Benny 
Goodman, and Woody Herman were among his bosses until he 
became his own.  His own combos and big groups have 
included today’s who’s who, some of whom were established, 
some of whom were nowhere, pre-Getz.



This album serves as a document of Getz’s playing today, but 
today only, because his style is ever-changing.  In I Didn’t Know 
What Time It Was after a brilliant guitar intro by Jim Hall, Stan 
goes for chorus after chorus, each sounding like a new song 
although the original melody reigns supreme.  For the pure 
essence of Getz, keep an ear out for I Want To Live, composed 
by Johnny Mandel, whose talents were obvious to Stan way 
back when he played trombone alongside Kai Winding and J.J. 
Johnson in the first big Getz band.

The famous Getz “mood quality” is thrice show-cased in the 
dreamy Once, Zigeuner Song and Midnight Samba.  For 
excellent examples of the free-swinging free-style Getz, pay 
attention to Nica’s Dream and Darling Joe.  Stan’s ability to run 
back and forth from smooth to choppy, almost staccato is 
displayed in Little Rio and Where Flamingos Fly.  The Getz 
genius for playing with and yet seemingly against rhythmic and 
harmonic backgrounds is evidenced in Keep Me In Your Heart.  
The tune opens with Herbie Hancock playing minor dirge-like 
chords.  Stan contrasts with a delivery full of whimsy.  It’s like a 
child playing ball near a church where his parents are attending 
services.

--STAN LEVINE


